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A continuous-parameter ascending amart is a stochastic process (X&t+ such 
that E[X, ] converges for every ascending sequence (7,) of optional times taking 
finitely rnky values. A descending amart is a process (X&g+ such that E[X,,] 
converges for every descending sequence (r,), and an amart is a process which 
is both an ascending amart and a descending amart. Amarts include martingales 
and quasimartingales. The theory of continuous-parameter amarts parallels the 
theory of continuous-parameter martingales. For example, an amart has a 
modification every trajectory of which has right and left limits (in the ascending 
case, if it satisfies a mild boundedness condition). If an amart is right continuous 
in probability, then it has a modification every trajectory of which is right 
continuous. The Riesz and Doob-Meyer decomposition theorems are proved by 
applying the corresponding discrete-parameter decompositions. The Doob- 
Meyer decomposition theorem applies to general processes and generalizes the 
known Doob decompositions for continuous-parameter quasimartingales, 
submartingales, and supermartingales. A hyperamart is a process (X,) such 
that E[X, ] converges for any monotone sequence (7,) of bounded optional 
times, pos”sibly not having finitely many values. Stronger limit theorems are 
available for hyperamarts. For example: A hyperamart (which satisfies mild 
regularity and boundedness conditions) is indistinguishable from a process all 
of whose trajectories have right and left limits. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of our earlier paper [7l on discrete-parameter 
amarts. References to Sections l-5 refer to that paper. 
A continuous-parameter ascending amart is a stochastic process (XJtEa+ such 
that E[X,,] converges for every ascending sequence (7,) of optional times taking 
finitely many values. A descending amart is a process (X&a+ such that E[X,,l 
converges for every descending sequence (T,), and an amart is a process which is 
both an ascending amart and a descending amart. Amarts include martingales, 
submartingales, supermartingales, and quasimartingales. The theory of con- 
tinuous-parameter amarts parallels the theory of continuous-parameter 
martingales. Virtually all of the asymptotic properties of martingales carry over 
to amarts. The main discrete tools are the descending [7] and ascending [2] 
amart convergence theorems, and the Riesz decomposition theorem [7J 
Section 6 includes the main definitions and proves preliminary results. It is 
here that it is proved that quasimartingales are amarts. Section 7 contains the most 
important limit theorems for continuous-parameter amarts: For example, an 
amart has a modification every trajectory of which has right and left limits (if it 
satisfies a mild boundedness condition). If an amart is right continuous in prob- 
ability, then it has a modification every trajectory of which is right continuous. 
Section 8 contains our Riesz and Doob-Meyer decomposition theorems; 
they are proved by applying the corresponding discrete-parameter decomposi- 
tions. It is already clear that the discrete-parameter Riesz decomposition theorem 
is a very useful and basic fact (see [I, 81); it seems likely that the continuous- 
parameter version will also turn out to be useful. The Doob-Meyer decomposi- 
tion theorem given here is perhaps not in its final form, but even this version 
generalizes the known Doob decompositions for continuous-parameter quasi- 
martingales, submartingales, and supermartingales. 
Section 9 contains a discussion of “hyperamarts.” A hyperamart is a process 
(X,) such that E[XTm] converges for any monotone sequence (T,J of bounded 
optional times, possibly not having finitely many values. One must avoid taking 
modifications of hyperamarts, since a modification need not be a hyperamart, but 
correspondingly stronger limit theorems are available. For example: A hyper-, 
amart (which satisfies mild regularity and boundedness conditions) is indistin- 
guishable from a process all of whose trajectories have right and left limits. The 
limit theorems for hyperamarts generalize the theorems of Meyer [13] and 
Mertens [lo] which began the theory of amarts, but our approach is closer to 
that of Doob [6]. 
Throughout this paper we use for simplicity only the parameter set Iw, = 
[0, +w). Versions applying to other subsets of [w can be easily formulated for 
most of the results. 
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6. CONTINUOUS PARAMETER AMARTS 
The following notation and terminology will be used throughout this paper. 
Let (52,9, P) be a complete probability space. We will write E[X] for 
J X dP if X: $2 --f R is a random variable. For each t E 03, = [0, co), let 3t be a 
sub-u-algebra of 9 which includes all of the null sets. The collection (9&a of 
u-algebras is assumed to be increasing (i.e., if t < s, then 9i C 9J and rrght 
continuous (i.e., 9t = ns,, 3s for all t E W,). 
A function T: 52 -+ R, u {co} is an optional time (or stopping time) iff 
{T < t} E 3t for all t E R, . An increasing sequence r1 < r2 < TV < ... of 
optional times is said to unnounce 7 iff limn+co T, = 7 and T, < T (except on 
(T = 0)). Similarly a sequence 7-i > 7-a >, 7-s > ... of optional times is said 
to recall 7 iff lim,,-, 7n = 7 and 7, > T (except on {T = CO}). A predictable time 
is an optional time which is announced by some sequence. (Any optional time 
is recalled by 7 + 1, T + +, ‘T + Q,... .) A finite optional time is called simple iff 
it has finitely many values. Let T denote the set of all simple optional times. 
Let Fm denote the u-algebra generated by UtEW+ $t . If T is an optional time, 
then 9$ = {F E 9: F n {T < t} E Ft for all t} is a u-algebra [l 1, p. 661. ST- 
denotes the u-algebra generated by 9s U {F n {t < T}: t > 0, FE &} (Chung 
and Doob [4]). 
A process (Xh, is adapted iff X, is St-measurable for each t. Two processes 
(X$) and (Y,) are indistinguishable iff there is Q,, C Q, P(Q,,) = 1, such that 
X,(U) = Y,(w) for all t E W, and all w E L?, . The process (YJ is a modification 
of (X,) iff X, = Yt a.e. for all t E R, . 
An adapted process (X,) with E 1 X, 1 < CO for all t E R, is a descending 
[u.wending] amart at an optional time TV iff for each descending [u.wending] sequence 
7, E T converging to 70 , E[Xrn] converges. (X,) is a descending [ascending] amart 
iff it is a descending [ascending] amart at each optional time 7. (X,) is an amart iff it 
is both an ascending and a descending amart. 
Here are some examples of amarts. 
(1) Martingale. A process (X,) is called a martingale iff E 1 X, 1 < co for 
all t E 08, and s < t implies E[X, / Ss,] = X, a.e. It follows exactly as in 
the discrete case (Sect. 1) that E[X,] = E[X,,] for all T E T, so (X,) is an 
amart. 
(2) Submartingale (supermartingale). The adapted process (X,) is a 
submating& (supenrwtingale) iff E ) X, 1 < co for all t and s < t implies 
E[X, j9J > X, (<X3). Again, it can be proved that E[XJ > E[X,,] for 
7, u E T with 7 2 0 (r < u). If (T,J is an increasing sequence in T, then 
E[X,J < E[X:,l < ... (E[X,J > E[X,,l > ..a) so (E[X7J) converges if (E[X,]) is 
bounded. Similar reasoning applies to decreasing sequences in T. 
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(3) Quasimartingale ([9, 14, 161). The adapted process (X,) is a quasi- 
martingale i f f  E 1 X, 1 < co for all t and 
SUP i E I EL%, I &i-J - xt,-, I -=I WI 
i-1 
where the supremum is over all finite sequences t, < tl < ... < t, in R, . 
We observe first, that if ur < 0s < os in T and F E 9E;I, , then 
WF I EE, I %J - X, II 
< E[I F 1 E[& I %J - E[X,, I %JlI + EPF I W&, I %J - Xo, II 
= E[lr ] E[E[X,, I %J - Xo, I %,I] + E[~F I ELK, l %J - x,, 11 
:< E[lr I E[X,, 1 %,I - Xq, I] + EUF I E[Xo, 1 %J - XD, 11. (1) 
WeclaimnextthatifT1\(~2~...~7NareinT,andift,<t,<...<t, 
are the values of 7r , 72 ,..., 7N , then 
This is proved by induction on K; it is trivial for K = 0. Suppose k >, 1. Let 
Tj’ = 7j v  t, . The induction hypothesis then applies to rl’, r2’,..., rN‘. Define 
Fj = {TV = t, < T~+J(~ = I,..., N - I), F, = {rl > to), FN = (TV = to). Note 
F~~gtto.Now,applying(l)withF=F~(1~j~N-l),a,=t,=~~(onF~), 
0, = t, = TV’, a, = ~~+r = ~i+~ , we obtain 
-Wj I EC-K,,, I 601 - 4, II 
< E[lr, I EIX/,+l I %j.l - X; II + EL, I EL&, I &,l - xt, 11. 
Now s2 is the disjoint union of F, , Fl ,..., FN , so 
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= E 1, 5 I EV,, I Kn-J - XT,-, I 
72=2 1 
+ ‘il (Eb, I W,j+l I &,I - Xt, II 
j-1 
+ f 
n=j+Z 
EL, I EF,, I en-J - X7,,-, II) + WF, * 01 
+ Ni1 (E[lp, I EFGI I %,,I - Xt, II + EL, I ECX,;+I I El,1 - Zj, II 
j=l 
+ 5 EL, I EL%; I K;J - X 
n=j+n 
TL II) + 0 
< E I EL?, I &J - Xt, I + E i I &&,I I q;-J - q-1 I 
n=2 1 
d E I Wt, I %J - Z. I + i: E I FG, I %,-,I - Xt,-, I> 
i=2 
which proves (2). 
We will show that a quasimartingale is an amart. Write 
M = SUP f  E I EL%, l&,-J - Xr,-, 1. 
i=l 
Let 71 < 7z < 7s < ..* be a sequence in T. We will show that (X7S)neN is a 
discrete-parameter quasimartingale. First, XT* is S,m-measurable since 7, E T. 
Given NE N, let t, < tl < ... < t, be the values of 71 , 72 ,..., TV. By (2), 
2 E I ELK, I Z,J - X-, I < 5 E I E[X,, I %,-,I - Xt,-, I d M, 
n=2 i=l 
so 
f E I ELK, I e,-J - XT*-, I 
n-2 
converges, so (XTn))lEN is a quasimartingale, therefore (see Example 2 in Sect. 1) 
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an amart for the sequence (FT+n)nGN . Hence E[X,,] converges. Similar reasoning 
applies to a descending sequence T, E T. 
Note also the following. If T E T and T < t, then the same reasoning as above 
showsthatE)E[X,jFJ-X,) <M,sothatEIX,) <M+EIX,I.Hence, 
in the terminology defined below, (i) a quasimartingale is of class (BL), and (ii) if 
a quasimartingale is &l-bounded, then it is of class (B). 
We discuss next some boundedness properties. The definitions are as follows. 
Let (Xt>to~+ be an adapted process. 
(i) (X,) is of class (B) iff supTEr E 1 X, j < 03. 
(ii) (X,) is locally of class (B), or of class (BL), iff, for every M > 0, we 
haveSup,,,,,~,E I&l < 00. 
(iii) (X,) is&bounded iff suptew+ E 1 X, 1 < 00. 
(iv) (X,) is locally U-b ounded iff, for every M > 0, we have 
supEIX,) <co. 
t<M 
(v) (X,) is of class (A) iff, for all increasing sequences T, E T, we have 
su~,aElXJ < ~0. 
(vi) (X,) is of class (AL) iff, for all uniformly bounded increasing sequences 
r,ET,wehavesup,EIX,nI <co. 
In order to compare these boundedness properties, we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let (X,) be a descending amurt. Let u, u’ E T, 0 < u’, and let 
E > 0. Then there exists 7 E T, 0 < 7 < a’, such that 
(9 E I 4 I 3 E I -XY I 
(ii) joy all T’ E T with T’ 3 u, we huoe E 1 X,,, I > E I X,t I - E. 
Proof. We construct a (finite or infinite) sequence 7-i 3 T-~ > e.1 with 
u < T,, < u’. Let 7-i = u’. If TV has been defined, choose (if possible) Tnel so 
that u < 7,-i < T, and E I XTn-, / > E I XTn I + 6. If this is possible for all n, 
we obtain an infinite sequence (T,&-N , and (X7,)ns-N is a descending (discrete- 
parameter) amart for the sigma-algebras (F,,),+-N with lim E ( XTn / = co, which 
is impossible by Proposition 1.3(a). Therefore, for some n, there is no such 
~~_~.LetT=T,.IfT’>,u,thenu~~‘h~~~,soElX,~,,(~ElX,)+~, 
andthusEIX,,,sI =EIX,I+EIX,~I-EIX,,,,I >E(X/I-e. B 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let (X,) be an adapted process. 
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(a) If  (X,) is of dad-s (B), then it is of class (BL). I f  it is of class (A), then it is 
of class (AL). If it is L1-bounded, then it is local& L1-bounded. 
(b) If (X,) is of class (B), then it is of duss (A). Ifit is of class (BL), then it is 
of class (AL). If it is of class (B), then it is LV.wnded. If it is of class (BL), then it is 
locally Lx-bounded. 
(c) Suppose (X,) is a descending amart. I f  it is of class (A), then it is of class 
(B). Ifit is of class (AL), then it is of chs (BL). 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are immediate. We prove part (c). Suppose (q) 
is a descending amart, not of class (BL). There is M > 0 such that 
~up~~r,~s~ E 1 X, / = co. Choose U1 E T with 0 < q < M, so that E 1 X0, 1 3 1. 
Apply Lemma 6.1 (with U = 0, u’ = U1 , E = 4) to construct pi E T, 0 < 71 < 
U,~M,withEIX,1I~landif~‘ET,~‘~O,thenEIX,1,,~13EjX,,/-~. 
Choose Us E T, with 0 < Us < M, so that E 1 X0, ( 3 3. Then E ( X,,,9 / >, 
3 - 3 3 2. Apply Lemma 6.1 (with U = 7i , U’ = or v  U, , E = $) to con&uct 
7s E T, pi < 72 ,< pi v  Us < M, with E 1 X7, I > 2 and if 7’ E T, 7’ > 71 , 
then E I X,z,,, I > E 1 X7, 1 - $. Now if T” E T, T” 3 0, then 
E I X,,v/ I = E I X7avrlvr” I > E I X1vT* I - B 3 E I X* I - 4 - a. 
Suppose 7r < 7a ,< ... ,( r, < M have been constructed with E / XT, I > n 
and if T” E T, T” >, 0, then E / X,,,” / >, E 1 X,” 1 - 1 + 2-“. Choose Un+i E T 
with 0 < a,,,, < M, so that E 1 XG,+, j 3 n + 2. Then E I X,nv,,+l 1 3 
EjX,,+,~-l+2-“~n+1.ApplyLemma6.1(witho=~,,u’=T,vU,+,, 
:,,+1 < M, with 
x,, ) - 2-n-l. I f  
E = p-1) to construct 7,+1 E T, 7, < T,an+l < 7, V 0 
E / X,.,, j > n + 1 and if 7’ 3 7, , then E I X, I 
r” E T, 7” 3 0, then 
,,+lvT’ I 2 E 
E I Xrn+lvr” I = E I X~n+lv~nv/ I 3 E I X,nv,* I - 2-“-l 
> E I X,” I - 1 + 2-” - 2-“-l = E 1 X,. - 1 + 2-n-i. 
ThuswehaveTr<~,<*.* < M with E ) Xv- / > n. Hence (X,) is not of class 
(AL). The proof for classes (B) and (A) is similar. 1 
It can be shown by simple examples that no implication between any two of the 
six classes holds in general except for those given in parts (a) and (b) of 
Proposition 6.2. Part (c) shows that classes (A) and (B) coincide for descending 
amarts. However, boundedness assumptions will be used in convergence proofs 
for ascendi~ amarts. Note that part (c) is valid if, instead of assuming that (X,) is 
a descending amart, we assume only that E[;Y,,] is bounded for every descreasing 
sequence 7, in T. 
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Remark. If (Xi) is an ascending amart, the boundedness conditions (v) and 
(vi) above are equivalent to the same conditions with sup replaced by Zim inf. 
This follows because by the Riesz decomposition 3.2, if (X,n) is an amart, then 
the limit of E 1 XT, 1, finite or infinite, exists. 
7. CONVERGENCE 
In this section! we, discuss convergence properties of processes. The theorems 
proved here are most interesting in the case the process is separable. Convergence 
theorems for more general processes can be found in our discussion of “hyper- 
amarts” in Section 9. 
Throughout this section, let S be a countable dense subset of iR+ including 0. 
Write T(S) for the set of all simple optional times with values in S. 
Parts (b) and (d) of the following proposition are the continuous-parameter 
analogs of Lemma 2.1. Parts (a) and (c) are variations of a result of Doob [6], 
which is given below (Proposition 9.1). 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let 7 be a bounded optional time (not necessarily simple), and 
let (J&R+ be a process adapted to (3$)t.iR+ . 
(a) There is a sequence T+ >, re2 >, .** in T(S) which recalls r and such that, 
for almost all w E Q, the two nets (X7,(w))nr-m and (Xt(w))t,,(w),tss haoe the same 
cluster points in [ - 00, Co]. 
(b) Let Y be an unmeasurable random variable, and suppose that, for each 
w E 52, Y(W) is a cluster point of the net (Xt(~))tlr,w),tsS . Then there exists a 
sequence r, E T(S) recalling r such that lirnnedao X7”(w) = Y(w) a.e. 
(c) Suppose, that 7 is a .bounded predictable time. Then, given E > 0, there is a 
boundedpredictable time o > r with P(u = r) >, 1 - E and a sequence uI < us < *** 
in T(S) which announces u such that, for almost all w, the two nets (X,,,(W))~~~ and 
(m4hto,W),tES haoe the same cluster points in [- 00, OD]. If r is announced by 
T, E T(S), then o may be chosen equal 7. 
(d) Suppose 7 is predictable, and let Y be an ST-measurable random variable 
such that, for each w E s1, the number Y(w) is a cluster point of the net 
(&(~NttT,WLiES * Then, given l > 0, there is a sequence r, E T(S) such that, for all 
w except those ,in a set of probability Zess than E, we hase lim T-(U) = T(W), 
T,,(W) < T(W) for all n (or T(W) = 0), and lim,,, X7,(w) = Y(w). 
Proof. (a) Since T is bounded, there exists a sequence (T,‘),,-N recalling 7, 
792 ’ E T(S). Given n E -IV, there is a finite set {sI , sa ,..., sk,} C S such that 
P{uJ: for every t E S with TL-1(W) < t < Tn’(W), there is i with 1 < i < k, such 
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that T’ n--1(~) < si < T;(W) and 1 X,(w) - X,i(w)I < 2”) > I - 2”. Define 
T,,~ = si if T;-~ < si < TV’ and rfii = 7,’ otherwise. Arrange {T,~: n E - N, 
1 < i < k,} in decreasing order to obtain the required (r,J,E-N . 
(b) First, let (T,I),,-~ be a sequence in T(S) recalling i, such that the two 
nets (-T,,w>~~-~ and (&(~Nt~7(w), tes have the same cluster points in [-co, co]. 
Write Y, = X 7-t , Sn = 9,,~ , Km = *T . Now FT = fi sTn, [l 1, p. 671, and 
XTnf is 9Tn,-measurable, so by part (b) of Lemma 2.1, there is a sequence 
(u,),+~ of bounded stopping times for (3,Jas-N with a, -+ -a~ and 
lim,,, Yo, = Y. Now if r,, = T:~ , then (r,),,-M recalls r and lim Xr, = Y. 
(c) Let T, announce T; we may assume r1 < ra < 7s < ... (set Q, = T, and 
?k+l = first ri > Q~). For each n, choose E, > 0 so small that 
mn+1 - 7, < c,) < e2-n and f E, < 1. 
n=1 
Then A, = (T~+~ - T, < l ,} E ST,+, C 9T . Let A = uE, A, E 9,; then 
WU G X:-I ~2~” = E. Choose t >, r + 1, t E S, and define 
U=T on A” 
=t on A. 
Then u is a stopping time. Define T,,’ by 
773 
‘ET 
R on (A, u --* u A,-,)” 
=t-$j on (A, u **a u A,+). 
j==n 
Then (since t - zzn ej > t - 1 > r > T,J the 7-l are optional times. Note 
that r,,’ < ~k,r and T,’ -+ Q, so a is predictable. Also ~h+r - 7,’ >, E, every- 
where. For each II, we will define a simple optional time u,‘. Fix n. Choose 
0 = s1 < sz < *..<s,=tinSsothats,+,-sj<~,forallj.Thenu,’= 
min&: 7,’ < si> defines a simple optional time, all of its values are in S, and 
‘< ‘<I 7, \ “n L Tn+l * Thus (un’) announces u. 
Now, the ascending analog of the argument in part (a) shows that there exist 
simple optional times a, announcing u with the required cluster point property. 
(d) First, let U, (u,,) be as in part (c). Write Y, = X0,, A = (U = T>, 
Sn = flcm. Then &- is the a-algebra.generated by UIIEN flu% [12, p. 1561. If 
Z = Y on A, Z = lim SUP,,,,,~ X, on AC, then Z is SC--measurable and by 
part (a) of Lemma 2.1, there is a sequence (T n ‘) nEN of bounded stopping times for 
(g,J with T,’ -+ co and YT; -+ Z. Now if 7, = u,“l , then (Tn) announces u and 
lim XT, = Z, so lim XT* = Y on A. 1 
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Note that if the prdcess (X,) is separable and S is a separating set, then we 
obtain a proposition whose statement is similar, but does not mention the set S. 
For example, in part (a), the nets (X,~W))~,-~ and (Xt(~))tl+,W) have the same 
cluster points. 
We next come to a convergence theorem which can be considered the con- 
tinuous-parameter version of Theorem 2.3. (Recall that S is a countable dense set 
in [w, including 0. Also, the expression lim,,,,Xt should be interpreted as X, .) 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (X,) be an adapted process with E 1 X, 1 < ca for all t E S. 
(a) Let 7 be a bounded optional time. Suppose that, for every sequence (TV) in 
T(S) recalling 7, the sequence (E[XTm]) converges. Then limt17(w),tEd X,(w) exists 
for almost all w. 
(a’) Let 7 be a bounded predictable time which is announced by a sequence 
in T(S). Suppose that, for every sequence (r,J in T(S) announcing 7, the sequence 
(E[XTm]) converges and supn E ) X7% 1 < a. Then lim,,(,),tes X,(w) exists for 
almost all W. 
(b) Suppose that, for every descending sequence (r,,) in T(S), the sequence 
(E[Xrs]) converges. Then, for almost all w, the limit X,+(w) = limslt,aod X,(w) 
exists for all t E 88, . 
(b’) Suppose that, for every unijkn~ bounded ascending sequence (7,) in 
T(S), the sequence (EK,,l) converges and sup,, E 1 XT* 1 < a~. Then, for almost all 
w, the limit X,-(w) = limstt,8ES X,(a) exists for all t E !R+ . 
Proof. Here, and elsewhere, we will present the proof for the descending 
case, with changes and additions for the ascending case given in brackets. 
(a) Choose (T,) so that 7, E T, 7, has values in S, (T,J recalls 
[~nouncesl T ad the two neti (K,(w)),~-~ ad (Xt(w>>tl.(,),tes[(X~“(w))nrm and 
(Xt(~))tt7,W) ,&j have the same cluster points. But XTa is measurable with respect 
to gra , and hence by the hypothesis, (X7*) is a discrete-parameter amart [which 
is Ll-bounded]. By Theorem 2.3, XT* converges a.e. Now if a net has only one 
cluster point in [-CD, co], then it converges; so lim X,(w) exists for t E S as 
t 4 +‘)[t f d”‘)]. 
(b) Suppose that, for each w in a set of positive probability, there is a t 
such that X,+(w)[X+(w)] f ai s 1 t o exist. We will construct below a bredictable] 
bounded optional time 7 such that for each w in a set of positive probability, 
X,,,)+(~)[X~c~,-(w)l fails to exist. This contradicts part (a). 
It remains to construct 7. First consider the ascending case. There exist a < b 
and ME S such that 
P{3t<M,liminfX,<a<b<limsupX,)=$>O. 
.m.ssS sw.sss 
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Let ra = 0. Given n E IV, suppose 7an is defined. There is a finite set 
01 , $2 ,**-, sk} C S such that 
P(3j < k, X,, > b, r2n < sj, 3t, sj < t < M, 
lim inf X, < a < b < lim sup X,) > 612. 
stt.res stt.ses 
Define 
72n+l = inf{sj: j < k, X8, > b, 72n < si} A M. 
Thus 72rr < T2,,+l < M and P{X,en+I > b} > 612. Similarly if Tmel is defined, 
define T2,, so that T2n-1 < 7% < M and P{X,,, < a} > 612. Let 7 = lim 7, , 
so that 
P{ lim inf X, < a .< b < lim sup X,> > S/2. 
STdd.8ES strktJ),s~S 
Next consider the descending case. There exist a < b and M E S such that 
P(3t < M, lim infsltesss X, < a < b < lim sup,lt,sss X,} = 6 > 0. Let T, ,  = M 
Given 1z E -IV, suppose T2,, is defined. There is a finite set {sr , s, ,..., sk} C S 
such that P(3j < k, X8, > b, 72n > Sj , 3, S, > t, lim inf,,,,,,,X, < a < b < 
lim sup81t,8ESXS} > 6/2. Define 
T~,,-~ = inf($: j < k, X, > b, Sj < TV,, , 3t, sj > t, 
liminfx, <a <b < limsupx,} A rsn. 
Slt.ES slt,saS 
Thus T2,, > 72n-1 and P{X,,, > b} > s/2. Define T2,, similarly so that 
P{X,,, < u> > s/2. Let 7 = hm T, ,  so that 
P( lim inf X, < a < b < lim sup X,} > 6/2. 
S4&).SES LIIT(d.IIES 
Remark. By Theorem 3.2, in part (a’) the conditions sup,, E 1 XT. 1 < co can 
be replaced by 
The following theorem is the L1 version of results proved by Doob [6, 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.21 for bounded processes and discrete, rather than simple, 
optional times. 
THEOREM 7.3. I f  (X,) is a separable descending amart, then almost all 
trajectories have right limits. If (X,) is a separable ascending amart of class (AL), then 
almost all trajectories huve left limils. 
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Proof. Let S be a separating set, and apply Theorem 7.2. 1 
By Doob’s famous theorem that every process has a separable modification, we 
may conclude that an amart of.class (AL) has a modification all of whose trajec- 
tories have left and right limits (the trajectories are “free of oscillatory discon- 
tinuities” or are “fonctions reglees”). Conversely, if (XJ is an L*-bounded 
process with right and left limits, then (X,) is an amart by the bounded conver- 
gence theorem. 
THEOREM 7.4. A. Let (X&.@+ 
Assume that either 
be a descending ammt adapted to (9&+ , 
(a) for every t E 08, and every descending sequence (r,,) in T converging to t, 
we have lim EIXT;I] = E[X,]; OY 
(b) (X,) is right continuous in probability, i.e., for every t E R, and every 
f > 0, we have Em,,, P(I X, - X, 1 > l > = 0. 
Then (X,) has a modi$cation every trajectory of which is right continuous. 
B. Let (Xt)t.w+ be an ascending amart of class (AL) adapted to (SQtpW+ . 
Assume that either 
(a’) GOT eeery t E R, and every ascend&g sequence (T,,) in T cunverging to t, 
we have lim E[X,n] = E[X,] and (XT,, is uniformly integrable; or 
(b’) (X,) is left continuow in probability. 
Then (X,) has a modijication every trajectory of which is left continuous. 
Proof. We may assume that (X,) is separable. By Theorem 7.3, for almost all 
w E Sz, then limit Xt+(w)[Xt-(w)] exists for all t. Define 
Y&J) = Xt+(~>CYt(~) =! &-bJ)l. 
Ciearly (YJ is right [left] continuous. We must show that ( Yt) is a modification 
of (X,). We do this only in the ascending case; the descending case is similar but 
easier. Under assumption (b), as s t t, we have X, -+ X, in probability; but 
X8 -+ Yt a.e., so X, = Y, a.e. Now consider assumption (a). Let s < t and 
8’~s~. Then, for n > l/(t - s), 
7, = t on Fe 
=t-l/n on F 
defines 7, E T which increases to t, so E[XrJ + E[XJ. Now lim XT* = X, on 
Fe and = Yt on F; so (since (XT1)) is uniformly integrable) 
E[X,J - E[Xt * 1 FC + Yt * 1 PI. 
683/614-8 
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Therefore E[X, . IF] = E[ Yt . I r] for all F E (Jsct Fs . It follows that the same 
equation holds for all FE gt- . But X, and Yt are both fltt,_-measurable, so 
X, = Yt a.e. i 
Note that hypothesis (a) is always satisfied if (X,) is a martingale; it is satisfied 
for a submartingale if and only if the map t t+ E[X,] is right continuous. 
Remark. The completeness and right continuity of 9:s in the above results 
(particularly modification theorems) cannot be dropped. In this connection, one 
may compare this with the counterexamples in [17, p. 410, Remarques 1.61. 
8. DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section we discuss two decompositions for continuous-parameter 
processes. There is a very satisfactory amart generalization of the Riesz decom- 
position. Our Doob-Meyer decomposition is a result about processes more 
general than amarts; possibly a more precise amart version exists. 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose (X&+ is an amart at co. Then there is a unipue right 
continuous martingale ( Yt) sllch that 2, = X, - Yt converges to 0 in L1. In addition 
E~Z,~-+Oas~~~~.If(X~)issepurable,Z,-+Oa.e. 
Proof. Let s be an arbitrary element of Iw, . Choose a sequence (s,J in [w, , 
$73 t a, s E {Sl , s2 > s3 ,a'- }, and decompose the discrete-parameter amart (Xs,)noN 
by the discrete-parameter Riesz decomposition theorem (Theorem 3.2): 
X, = Y, + Z8. . We claim that Y, and Z, are independent of the choice of the 
sequence (s,J. Indeed, if (sn’) is another sequence containing s with s,’ f 00, let 
(si) be the “union” of (sJ and (s,‘) arranged in increasing order. Let Yi,, + Z:,, 
and Y:; + Z:; be the Riesz decompositions corresponding to these sequences. 
Now (see Theorem 3.2) Y,’ = lim,,, E[Xi,, j9J is a limit of a subsequence 
of E[XI; / FJ, and Y,” = limn+m E[XZ j9J, a.e., so Y,’ = YI a.e. Similarly 
Y, = Y,” a.e. Thus Y, is a well-defined random variable. If s1 < s, , then 
Y”, = E[Ysz 1 FJ can be seen by choosing a sequence containing both s, and 
$2 . Thus ( Yt)teoa+ is a martingale. Therefore (YJ has a right continuous modifica- 
tion (this is well known, or refer to Theorem 7.4); thus we may (and do) assume 
that (YJ itself is right continuous. Set Z, = X, - Yt . Now for any sequence 
s,, t co, we have Z8, -+ 0 in L1, so Z, -+ 0 in L1 as t ---f co. We know that Z, 
converges a.e. to 0 for each sequence s,, t co. Thus limttm Z, = 0 a.e. in the” 
separable case. Indeed, the separant of (X,) is by right continuity a separant of 
(Y,), hence of (Z,). Now let 7, E T, r, t co. The set of values of all the 7, is an 
increasing sequence s, t co. Let Vi = Zsi . Define stopping times (J, for 
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(Qw by letting 0, = i on (Tn = $}. (Vi) is a discrete-parameter amart, and 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let (X,) be a separable amart at co with lim inf E 1 X, 1 < CO. 
Then X, converges a.e. as t + co. 
Proof. Let X, = Y, + 2, be the. Riesz decomposition. Now 2, ---f 0 in L1, 
so (Z,),,,O is L1-bounded for some t, . Thus (Y,),,, is an L1-bounded separable 
martingale. Hence Yt converges a.e. as t --+ 00. By tie theorem, 2, converges a.e. 
as t -+ 60. Therefore X, converges a.e. 1 
We define a potential (Z,) to be an amart at co such that 2, + 0 in Ll. 
By replacing the parameter set R, by [0, to), we obtain an analogous Riesz 
decomposition for ascending amarts at to; the convergence to co is replaced by 
convergence to to from below. The corollary states that if X, is a separable 
ascending amart at t, and lim inftTto E 1 X, / < 00, then X, converges a.e. as 
ttto. 
Before constructing the Doob-Meyer decomposition, we need some prelimi- 
nary material. The usual continuous-parameter Doob decomposition permits us 
to represent a process (X,) (e.g., submartingale or quasimartingale) as Mt + At 
where (MJ is a martingale, and (A,) is a “predictable” process, We will not use 
predictable processes here; instead we use the following definition. A process 
(A,) is said to be almost predictable iff A, is St--measurable for all t E R, . The 
connection with predictable processes is as follows. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let (A,) be an L--bounded OY positive process. Then (A,) is 
almost predictable if and only if there is a modification which is predictable. 
Proof. Suppose (A,) is almost predictable. Let (A,‘) be the predictable 
projection of (A,) [5, p. 981. Th en f or each t, the constant t is a predictable time, 
so A,’ = @A, j gt-] = A, a.e. Thus (A,‘) is a modification of (A,). For the 
converse implication, see [5, p. 991. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.4. For each m E N, let (A:+“&+ be an almost predictable 
process. Suppose that, for each t, the sequence (Aim$,,oN converges weakly in L1 to 
A, . Then (A,) is almost predictable. 
Proof. Fix t. Aim) is &_-measurable. Now L1(Q St- , P) is pointwise 
sequentially closed in Ll(s2, st , P), hence closed in the topology of convergence 
in probability, hence norm closed, hence weakly closed. Thus A, agrees 
a.e. with a member of Ll(D, & , P). But St- includes all null sets, so 
A, EL~(Q, pt-, P). 1 
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LEMMA 8.5. Suppose Y, Y, gLl(.C?, 9, P), and Y, - Y weakly. Let 9 be 
a sub-a-algebra of 9. Then E[Y, 1 9]+ E[Y 1 31 weakly. 
Proof. E[. / 991 is a norm-continuous linear operator, hence weakly 
continuous. 1 
A process (X,) is said to be of class (C) i f f  the collection 
is uniformly integrable. Rao [15] proves that a quasimartingale of class (D) is of 
class (C). There exist deterministic processes of class (C) which are not quasi- 
martingales. Every martingale is of class (C). 
More important than the statement of the Doob-Meyer decomposition 
theorem is the construction involved in its proof. Because of the Riesz decom- 
position theorem (Theorem f&l), we lose no generality by beginning with a 
potential, that is an amart at cc such that X, + 0 in L1. 
THEOREM 8.6. Let (X,) be a right continuous adapted process of class (C) 
converging weakly in L1 to zero. Then X, can be written as Mt + A, , where (MJ is 
a right continuous martingale and (A,) is right continuous and almost predictable. If 
(X,) is a potentia2, then (A,) is an amart. 
Proof. Fix m E N. Then (X,,s-m)noN is a discrete-parameter adapted process. 
Let its Doob decomposition be X-a-++, = IM,* + A,*. Now 
k=l 
so (A,*) is uniformly integrable. Thus (II&*) is a uniformly integrable martingale. 
Thus there is a random variable Mim’ such that M,* = E[MLJ’ Ifl&,]. For 
tEW+, define A{“‘) = A,*, where (n - 1)2+ < t < n2-“; define Mi”” = 
E[M$m’ j 9J. We may assume (Mi”‘) is right continuous. Clearly (Ajm’) is 
almost predictable; in fact, Ai”’ is 9$measurable for s = (n - 1)2-” < t. 
Also, X, = AI”’ + M,‘“’ where t is a multiple of 2-“. 
Now Mim) = lim M,* = lim(X,,, - A,*) = -w lim A,*, so MLm’ is in 
the weak closure of -99. This closure is uniformly integrable [l 1, p. 181, so 
the sequence (ML,“‘) is uniformly integrable. Therefore, there is a subsequence 
Mimj’ which converges weakly, say to Mm E L1(8, Fm , P). Define Mt = 
E[Mm 1 SJ (right continuous), and A, = X, - Mt. Then (MJ is a martingale. 
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If t is a dyadic rational, then 
by Lemma 8.5. Thus, if t is a dyadic rational, A, = w lim @‘j). 
Fix t. Then Al”) is a uniformly integrable sequence. Choose v, , multiple of 
2--m, such that v, - 2-m < t < v, , so that AI”’ = A::‘. Now 
But A, + A, a.e. by right continuity, hence A, + A, weakly by uniform 
integrability. Also M, - Mp5’ + 0 weakly, so by Lemma 8.5, 
The construction given in this proof includes the usual Doob-Meyer decom- 
positions. If (X,) is a submartingale, then (A,) is increasing; it is known [12, 
p. 1641 that an increasing process is “natural” if and only if it is predictable. 
Similarly, if (X,) is a quasimartingale, then (A,) has trajectories of bounded 
variation, see [16]. 
As already the deterministic example shows, the decomposition in Theorem 8.6 
is not unique. If Q is composed of a single point, then X, is a martingale iff it is a 
constant; an amart iff it has no oscillatory discontinuities and lim,,, X, exists; 
a quasimartingale iff it is of bounded variation. In the decomposition X, = 
Mt + At one can choose for Mt any constant. In general, the decomposition in 
Theorem 8.6 is unique modulo addition to Mt of right continuous almost 
predictable martingales. 
The deterministic example also indicates that the amart is a considerable 
generalization of the quasimartingale. 
9. HYPERAMARTS 
In this section we consider a variation of the notion of an amart by allowing 
continuous optional times. Throughout Sections 6 to 8, we have freely taken 
modifications of processes; for example, in Section 7 we proved that an amart of 
class (AL) has a modijication with left and right limits. The Meyer-Mertens 
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original result [lo, 131 is concerned with conditions under which a process is 
indistinguishable from one with left and right limits. In order to generalize this 
result, we require the “hyperamart”. 
Let T* denote the set of all bounded optional times. Let (X&a+ be a process 
adapted to (P&n+ . In order that X, be FT-measurable for all 7 E T*, it suffices 
to assume that the process (X,) is progressive (or progressively measurable), i.e., 
for all t E R, , the map Q x [0, t] -+ R defined by (w, t) + X,(U) is measurable 
with respect to Ft x s([O, t]) (see [ll, p. 701). 
A progressive process (X,) will be called an ascending hyperamart iff 
E 1 X, 1 < co for all 7 E T* and, for every increasing sequence 7, E T*, the 
sequence UWTJns~ converges. A progressive process (X,) is a descending 
hyperamart iff E 1 X, ] < co for all T E T* and, for every sequence 7-r 3 7-a > ... 
in T*, the sequence (E[X,,])nC-N converges. A hyperamart is a process which is 
both an ascending hyperamart and a descending hyperamart. One can also 
define hyperamart at co, or at a point, ascending or descending. 
Notice that a modification of a hyperamart need not be ‘a hyperamart. Let 
Q = [0, I] with Lebesgue measure, and define X,(w) = 1 if w/t is an integer, 
X,(W) = 0 otherwise. Then X, -‘O a.e. for all t E R, , so (X,) is a modification 
of the hyperamart which is identically 0. But if T,(W) = -2~42 for n E -N, 
then 7, is a descending sequence in T *, but E[XJ does not converge ((X,) is 
not a hyperamart at 0.) This example shows in fact that a martingale need not be 
a hyperamart. Define a hypermc&zgale to be a progressive process (X,) such that 
E 1 X, 1 < cc and E[X,] = E[X,,] for all T E T*. A right continuous martingale 
is an example of a hypermartingale [ll, p. 991. Similarly, if (X,) is a right 
continuous supermartingale, then [I 1, p. 991 we have X, > E[X, j9$] for u, 
7 E T*, u < 7. This can be used to show that a right continuous supermartingale 
is a hyperamart if E[X,] is bounded. 
Instead of using “well measurable” processes, we will use Doob’s “optionally 
separable” processes [6]. A process (X&a+ is called optionally separable iff 
there is a sequence (b,) of finite optional times such that, for each w E 52, the set 
{e,(w): n E IV} contains 0, is dense in lR+ , and the graph of the sample function 
t -+ X,(W) is in the closure of the graph restricted to the countable dense set 
{6,(u): n E N>. If the optional times 0, can be chosen predictable, then the 
process is called predictably separable. If the optional times 0, can be chosen 
constant, then the process is separable. Doob has shown [6] that every well 
measurable process is (indistinguishable from) an optionally separable process; 
every accessible or predictable process is (indistinguishable from) a predictably 
separable process. Also note that a well measurable process is progressive 
[12, p. 1571. 
The boundedness properties used above can be modified for this situation. 
We give only one example here. The progressive process (XJtea, is of class 
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(AL*) iff, for every uniformly bounded increasing sequence rn E T*, we have 
SUPmEl K,I < a- 
Part (a) of the following proposition was proved by Doob [6]. Statements in 
brackets refer to the ascending case. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let (X,) be a progressive, optionally separable process. Let 7 
be a finite [possibly infinite] optional [predictable] time. 
(a) There is a sequence (T,,) of finite [bounded] optional times recalling 
[announcing] 7 such that, for almost all w E 52, the two nets (X7m(w))nl-m and 
(xt(w)>tl,co)[(X~n(w))ntm and (X,(W)),~~(~)] have the same cluster points in 
[-co, +a]. 
(b) Let Y be a random variable measurable with respect to s7 [Fr-] and 
suppose that, for each w E Q, the number Y(W) is a cluster point of the net 
(Xt(w))tr~(w)[(Xt(~))tt7(W)]. Then there is a sequence (rJ of finite [bounded] optional 
times recalling [announcing] T such that lim, X,% = Y a.e. 
[(e) Suppose (X,) is predictably separable. Then the optional times in (a) and 
(b) can be chosen to be predictable.] 
Proof. (a) Let (7;) b e any sequence of finite bounded] optional times 
recalling [annOUUCing] T. WC may assume Tern1 < T, ,  . Let (8,),,+ be an Optional 
separating set for (X,). Given n E --N [n E N], there is K, such that P{w: for 
every t with TipI & t f  T%‘(W), there is i with 1 < i < k, such that TIpI < 
O,(w) < T,‘(W) and 1 Xt(w) - X,,(w)1 < 2-ln1} > 1 - 2-1”1. Define Tnt = Bi if 
Ti-1 < et < T,,’ and Tni = 7,’ otherwise. Arrange (7,p.z n E -N [n E N], 
1 < i < K,} in order to obtain the required (T,,). 
(b) First, let (Tn’) b e a sequence of finite [bounded] optional times recalling 
[announcing] 7 such that the two nets in part (a) have the same cluster points. 
Write Y, = XTn , 3n = fl,*. Now Y, is ‘3,-measurable since (X,) is progressive. 
Also n 912 = %, [the u-algebra generated by (J 3, is F7-], so by Lemma 2.1, 
there is a sequence (on) of bounded stopping times for (S,,) such that lim Yi, = Y 
a.e. and o, J - ti [on T CO]. Let 7, = TLn . Then lim X,n = Y a.e. 
(c) In part (a), begin with predictable times 7; announcing 7 and 
predictable 8, . The T& constructed will also be predictable. In part (b), note 
that if the 7,’ are predictable, then the T,, = TLn are also predictable: indeed, if 
(&,z)mcti announces 7,’ for all 71, then ~~~~~~~~ announces 7,’ for any stopping 
time u for (9,). ‘1 
Next is our “local limit’ theorem”. The Lm-bounded version of this is in 
Doob [6]. 
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THEOREM 9.2. Let (X&+ be a progressive, optionally separable process. Let r 
be ajnite [possibly in.nite] optional [predictable] time. 
(a) Suppose, for every sequence of $nite [bounded] optional times recalling 
[announc%g] 7, the sequence (E[X7,]) converges [and supn E 1 X7- j < 031. Then 
Km,,, oj X,(W) exists a.e. [lim,r5(w)]. 
[(b) Suppose (X,) is predictably separable and, for every sequence r,, of 
bounded predictable times announcing r, the sequence (E[X7%]) converges and 
sup,, E 1 XTn 1 < CO. Then lim,,,(,) X,(w) exists a.e.] 
Proof. (a) Let 7, be a sequence of finite [bounded] optional times recalling 
[announcing] 7 such that for almost all w the two nets (X,~(W))~,-~ and 
(Xt(w>)tlzcw)[(X7,(w)),Tm and (Xt(w))trlcwJ have the same cluster points in 
[-co, co]. By the hypotheses given, (X7”) is an [Ll-bounded] amart for (ST”), 
so X,* converges a.e. by Theorem 2.3. Hence lim,17(w) XJlim,,,c,,] exists a.e. 
(b) Change the word “optional” to “predictable” in the proof for part 
(4. I 
Remark. An alternate way to state the conditions sup,, E 1 XTm / < CO 
(for all sequences 7, announcing T) is 
lim inf E 1 X, 1 < 00. 
OET* 
oTr 
This follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Finally, the global limit theorem. Lm- bounded versions of this theorem were 
proved by Meyer [13], Mertens [lo], Dellacherie [5], and Doob [6]. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let (X&+ be a progressive, optionally separable process [of 
ckzss (AL*)]. 
(a) Suppose, for evt~y untformly bounded decreasing [increasing] sequence 
7* E T*, the sequence (E[XTm]) converges. Then for almost all w E Q, the trajectory 
t -+ X,(w) has rzght [left] hmits. 
[(b) Suppose (X,) is predictably separable and, for every uniformly bounded 
imeasirzg sequence T,, E T* of predictable times, the sequence (E[XrN]) converges. 
Then for almost all w E B, the trajectory t -+ X,(U) has left &sits.] 
(c) [Suppose (X,) is predictably separable and (X,) is adapted to (3Q.l 
Suppose either (i) the process (X,) is right [left] continuous in probability, or (ii) for 
every tER+ and evety descending [ascendit@J sequence r,, E T of optimal 
[predictable] times converging to t, we have lim E[XTn] = E[X,] [and (X711) is 
ttmformly integrable]. Then for almost all w E 8, the trajectory t -+ X,(W) is 
rzght [left] continuous. 
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Proof. Use Theorem 9.2 and repeat the proofs of Theorem 7.2(b) and 
Proposition 7.4. B 
COROLLARY 9.4. A progressive, optionally separable hyperamurt of class (AL*) 
has n’ght and left limits. A progressive, optionally separable hypermartingale is right 
continuous. 
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